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Sirius
This jig-saw puzzle notes a 25th anniversary.
Clues are arranged in alphabetical order of
their solutions. See page 3 for more details.

MON

1

Rumanian village
starts to address
gunpowder and
dynamite in
conversation
incidentally (7)

8 Tory embracing

TUES

2 France blows
framboise in Queen of
Scots’ early home on
the Loire (7)

WED

3

Gold said to come
naturally from
Paris count (5)

9 Ditch South African 10 12D

THURS

4

FRI

SAT

SUN

Another Royal title
elicits unconventional
delirium (8,8)

Victoria's servant
Dutch settler settles
Gordon (5)
around North pole –
common mistake (5)

5

6

11 ?U

12 8Di

13 Rub shoulders 14 2D

sailor is found with Moet in London Games (5)
in Cabinet (7)

with a biscuit wrapper
(3-1-3)

7

Two in Royal
line of succession
emanating from fishy
strategic avarice
(6 & 10)

Horny smell? (4):
One parliamentary
representative that’s a
naughty boy (3)

Passion perhaps for
engineering stool (7)

Insatiable baroness en
ce qui concerne
perfume (7)

16 5D

17 7D

18 Romeo ham lost 19 3Di

20 Motorway with 21 13D

memory and turned
back into a NZ tree (5)

identity problem in
Florida? (5)

Extraordinarily nice
about licentiate's nooky
place (5)

Two Little Boys' last
remedy for Kruschev's
partner in song (7)

Overlook slight urge to
break wind literally and
flush toilet with force
(3,2,2)

Originally called for
return of Queen’s last
three (3): bow before
bishop - most important
(4)

22

23 A coot he

24

27

28 1C

15 6Di

Veteran makes
duck at crease (2,3)

29

Artist browns
after starting raw and
burnt (7)

Moet position?
hatched from cockroach None! Re-order to
egg-case (7)
attach blame falsely
(3,2,2,2,7)

30 Frank chap on 31

4D

the slide admits no-no
(7)

Heavy metal rock that
spins around one's
system (7)

25 10D

36

37 Stadium-Rock 38 11Di
died out with
introduction of New
Wave (7)

26

Freddie's so
unchary style (7)

Old rockers with little
appreciation for
allotment (5): starts to
bicycle both ways (2)

32

33

Dwarf in Senior
Common Room
decapitated playful
pussycat (7)

34

Travelled South
and joined forces (7)

One might find
Ball support
mystic man in Asia
requires attention
Minor if one was
having tittered (3-4)
beginning to wander (5)

39

40

Managed, after small
comfort, to love top
singer (7)
All fingers and
thumbs before
alternative singer (5)

Sweetener to stick
around Greek island (7)

Japanese
Guilty perhaps
One of Marie
publisher in sushi online of wild, wild drive
Antoinette's spies put on
(5) outside of court (7)
a little weight in Rome
(5)

41

Parson drops
cold wrap around dead
godson (5)

Scattering ashes,
murderous monarch
ends Royal line
(3'1,1,6,5)

35 Saw nine
musicians back (5)

There are 8 down (D) solutions and one solution which runs up (U) the grid. Some down
solutions are made up of two words. The clues for each unrelated word are separated by
a colon.
When you have twiddled and fiddled the order of the dials and their orientation then at
last all the down solutions work and the puzzle is solved.
It might be useful to look at the December 2010 puzzle and solution which was the first
3D Cryptex also presented as a partial jig-saw.
http://www.calendarpuzzles.co.uk/puzzle_downloads.htm
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